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FAMILY WINTER ADVENTURE IN
LAPLAND
ITINERARY
DAY

1

DAY 1: ARRIVAL & NORTHERN LIGHTS DOG SLED EXCURSION
Arrive at Kiruna Airport where you will be met by a driver and transferred to your hotel in Kiruna. After
resting up a bit, spend some free time exploring the town. As dusk settles, bundle up for a thrilling dog sled
excursion into the wild to experience Lapland’s magical northern lights. Enjoy the ride as you sit together with
your family on one big sled driven by an expert guide and pulled by about a dozen energetic huskies.
Afterwards, warm up with a hot beverage and a snack in a wooden hut around a fireplace. Later your guide
will return you to town.
Spend the night in Kiruna.
Helpful notes:
• Each dog sled seats 4-5 people.
• Please note the northern lights are a natural phenomenon and sightings cannot be guaranteed.
Attractions: Dog sledding, Kiruna, Northern Lights in Lapland, Sweden

DAY

2

DAY 2: SWEDISH CHRISTMAS EVE WITH SANTA CLAUS
The theme today is Christmas, so the first thing to do is to find a tree to decorate! After a comfortable car ride
to the woods, your guide will take you on a snowmobile-sled ride to find the right evergreen. Later you’ll get to
bake gingerbread cookies and experience more Swedish Christmas traditions. The highlight of the day is a
visit to Santa at his secret forest cabin, where well-behaved children will receive small gifts and everyone will
get to enjoy a traditional Swedish “Julbord”, a hearty buffet with all the typical Christmas delicacies of this
region. Enjoy the rest of the afternoon and evening at your leisure.
Spend the night in Kiruna.
Attractions: Kiruna
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3

DAY 3: THE ICEHOTEL & FREE TIME IN KIRUNA
Start the day with a tour of the fascinating ICEHOTEL complex, including the original snow-and-ice structure
that is rebuilt each winter. You will also visit the recently built permanent structure, the ICEHOTEL 365, which
offers a year-round winter experience inside thanks to solar energy. You’ll be able to see an assortment of ice
rooms and ice suites as well as the chic ICEBAR, ice church and other creative works of ice and snow.
Spend the rest of the day as you wish. To make the most of your stay in Lapland, you can choose to join in a
family-friendly activity, such as a visit to a Sami reindeer farm or a winter fun day (optional; not included).
Spend the night in Kiruna.
Helpful notes:
• The ICEHOTEL opens in mid-December. Until then, all tours will be at the ICEHOTEL 365, which is open
throughout the year.
• Depending on how you choose to spend your free time today, your tour of the ICEHOTEL will start either
around 11 AM or 3 PM.
Attractions: Kiruna, The Icehotel

DAY

4

DAY 4: DEPARTURE
After this fun-filled winter break in Swedish Lapland you will be transferred back to Kiruna Airport for your
departure flight.

Whatever your needs, we are here to help. If you have any questions about our packages or
services, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Nordic Visitor

Tel: +354 578 20 80

info@nordicvisitor.com
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